
 

PI0423: Service Rear Axle Message in Driver Information 

Center (DIC), No DTCs - (Mar 30, 2011)  

 

Subject: Service Rear Axle Message in Driver Information Center (DIC), No DTCs 

 

Model:2010-11 SRX Equipped with All-Wheel Drive (RPO F46) 

 

 

Condition/Concern 

Some customers may comment on a Service Rear Axle message displayed in the DIC. 

Diagnosis of the condition may indicate that there are no diagnostic trouble codes (DTC) 

present. 

The ground terminal in connector K47 (X1 Pin L, circuit 2150) to the rear differential clutch 

control module may have a depressed contact spring causing an intermittent connection in 

the circuit. The all-wheel drive (AWD) version of the SRX had an omission of DTC U-code 

(U0136 00), therefore if the rear differential clutch control module stops communicating on 

the GMLAN or Chassis Expansion Bus, no DTC will be set. 

 

Recommendation/Instructions 
Important: DO NOT replace the rear differential clutch control module for this concern.  

1.  Perform the Service Rear Axle Message Always On diagnostics published in SI. 

 

2.  Apply Dielectric Lubricant per Corporate Bulletin Number 09-06-03-004D to the connector 

before reconnection. 

A new calibration to enable the U-code is being released for the 2012 model year. DTC 

U0136 00 will be set for this condition starting in the 2012 model year. 



SAAB VERSION 

The ground terminal in the connector to the rear differential clutch control module may have 
a depressed contact spring causing an intermittent connection in the circuit. When or if the 
rear differential clutch control module stops communicating on the GMLAN or Chassis 
Expansion Bus, no DTC will be set. (GM has released software to enable DTC U013600 in the 
AWD SRX beginning with the 2012MY. All previous years should have the EBTCM and BCM 
software updated) 

 
1. Check the female ground terminal for the connector passes a drag retention test. (IE: Is 
there sufficient clamping force?) 
2. Apply Dielectric Lubricant to the connector before re-connection. 
3.  Update the software in the EBTCM and BCM 
 
If everything goes right and we have updated software available from that point forward any 
communication loss to the RDM will set a U0136-00. If we did NOT get any software updates 
the grease and good pin retention on the ground circuit should STILL fix the issue. 

 

 


